Multi-Cap Portfolio
“Multi-Cap Portfolio” in which we are invest in
stocks
across
multiple
across
market
capitalization. That is, portfolio comprises of
large cap, midcap and small cap stocks.
 Multi cap portfolio is relatively less risky
compared to a pure mid cap, Large cap or a
small cap fund and are suitable for not-soaggressive investors.

MidCap.

SmallCap.
LargeCap.

 Multi cap portfolio is diversified across all
the sectors & market capitalization with
intense research & we can take advantage of
the opportunities across market cap for the
investment.

Multi-Cap Portfolio
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Adroit Multi-Cap Portfolio Characteristics
Focus on return on net worth : Companies which are expected to earn 20-25% on its net worth in the future years.
Balance between growth and value: The focus is on buying undervalued companies & stable earnings / cash flows
in reasonably priced assets
Diversified Portfolio : Due to diversified across all the sectors & market capitalization with intense research & we
can take advantage of the opportunities across market cap for the investment.
Focused strategy construct: The portfolio consists of 15-20 stocks.
Bottom up approach : To identify potential long-term wealth creators by focusing on individual companies and their
management bandwidth

INVESTMENT
UNIVERSE

QUANTITATIVE SCREEN

Emerging mid & small-cap companies

(focus on earnings, FCF,
ROA & ROE)

500 Stocks

FUNDAMENTAL
ANALYSIS
FUND
PORTFOLIO

Secular growth thesis, Discount to intrinsic value >30%

80-100Stocks
High conviction Ideas, Superior risk adjusted Return characteristics

15-25 Stocks

Minimum investment ` 25 lakh as per SEBI guidelines.

Model Holdings
Top 10 Holdings

Sector Allocations

Scrip Names
AUROPHARMA

10%

Breweries

MCDOWELL-N

10%

Banking - PSU

PNB

10%

Infrastructure

ASHOKA

10%

Dairy

HATSUN

10%

Pharma
10%

15%

10%
10%
10%
5%
10%

5%

5%

%
Holdings

Forest Products NATCOPHARM

10%

Shipping

CENTURYPLY

10%

Construction

MERCATOR

10%

Chemicals

NSE:HCC

10%

SHREEPUSHK

10%

INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE


Principles of Value and Growth investing followed



Focus on Capital preservation



Impetus to low-risk high-return stock, by capturing the complete up moves in the stock



Contrarian at times, investing in less known & unpopular businesses having potential to
deliver much superior returns

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
Bottom Up Fundamental Research adds Conviction
Medium and Long term mispricing in equities persists – market gives us enough opportunities to buy quality growth
stocks at a discount to their intrinsic value
Proprietary screeners enable discovery of these stocks and companies that will create value – which are still
significantly under valued.
Emphasis is on entry price and we invest in a company only if we have a visibility of a minimum threshold return
and thorough assessment of limited down – side.
Long term mispricing is discovered through analysis of fundamental parameters and ratios.
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•# Companies in the
Portfolio

Consistent track record of
generating above average
Return on Capital Employed
(RoCE)

Consistent track record of
generating positive Free Cash
Flows
History of positive Minority
Shareholder Bias
Points towards sustainable
growth in earnings
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Case Studies
Britannia Industries
Industry : Food Processing (FMCG)

Current Market Cap - 42,399.89 Cr.

 Background - Britannia is the market leader in the biscuits category (value market share of ~33%). Biscuits contribute over 85% of
Company’s consolidated revenue. Over the years, the company has forayed into other bakery items and dairy products (constituting
~15% of consolidated revenues). The company enjoys strong brand equity and has been consistently ranked amongst the top food brand
in India. Britannia is promoted by Wadia group that has diversified interests ranging from real estate, textiles, chemicals and airlines
business
About FMCG

Company Analysis

Fundamental Evaluation

•Indian consumer segment is broadly
segregated into urban & rural markets, and is
attracting marketers from across the world.
•The sector comprises of a huge middle class,
relatively large affluent class and a small
economically disadvantaged class, with
spending anticipated to more than double by
2025.
•The Indian FMCG companies have performed
better than their multinational peers as the
combined revenue of country's 7 leading
FMCG companies stood at US$ 11.1 billion in
FY 2015-16, as compared with US$ 9.4 billion
revenue generated by select seven (MNCs).

•Britannia industries Ltd is a largest player in
biscuits with products in value and non-value
segment.
•Management remains positive for the growth
because of good monsoon and 7th pay
commission.
•Britannia’s focus is to strengthening
distribution network, consolidating portfolio,
and focus on demand from rural markets.
•It is expanding its footprints and distributes
products in 75 countries.

•Government of India has allowed 100 per
cent Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in online
retail of goods and services through the
automatic route, thereby providing clarity on
the existing businesses of e-commerce
companies operating in India.
•Government of India has drafted a new
Consumer Protection Bill with special
emphasis on setting up an extensive
mechanism to ensure simple, speedy,
accessible, affordable and timely delivery of
justice to consumers.
•The food services market in India is expected
to expand at a CAGR of over 12 per cent
through 2020, primarily driven by increasing
disposable income, changing lifestyle, and
changing tastes and preferences of
consumers.

Case Studies
Hatsun Agro Products Limited
Industry : Food Processing (FMCG)

Current Market Cap: 11,032 Cr

 Background - Hatsun Agro Product Limited is engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling of milk, milk products and ice
creams. The Company's dairy products include dairy whitener, skimmed milk powder, ghee, milk, curd, paneer and ice creams, among
others. Its brands include AROKYA, Hatsun, Arun Icecreams, IBACO, Oyalo, Santosa Cattle Feed and Aniva Sweets.

About FMCG

Company Analysis

Fundamental Evaluation

•Milk production increased by 20.12% during the
year 2016-17 in comparison to 2013-14. Per
capita availability of milk increased from 307
grams in 2013-14 to 355 grams in 2016-17,
registering a growth of 15.6%. Income of Dairy
farmers grew by 23.77% during the period
2014-17 in comparison to 2011-14. In the last 3
years, with the annual growth rate of 6.3%,
India has outpaced global milk production
where it has grown by 2.1%.
•Factors such as increased consumer interest in
high protein diets and increasing awareness &
availability of value-added dairy products
through organized retail chains are also driving
its demand.

•With the introduction of a new production line
& additional 450 tonne capacity at its cattle
feed
production
facility,
the
total
manufacturing capacity will reach 1,000 tonnes
per day.
•One of the few reasons that derives a
company’s profitability is their EBITDA and over
a period the Dairy products company has been
able to improve its operating margins to 9.04%
in FY17 from 6.83% in FY13.
•Accelerated capex of Rs. 9.3bn over FY17-18
will drive sales and margins gain over FY17-20.
Hatsun is expanding procurement, processing
and distribution of milk, curd and ice cream
across geographies, which will boost market
share. Backward integration will drive cost
savings.
•The Milk segment constitutes about 68% of the
total revenue. With further expansion in this
segment by increasing the daily capacity we see
a robust growth as with expansion it will be
able to cater the upcoming demand.

•Hatsun Agro Ltd remains one of the largest and
strong dairy players in south India. We believe
that its core strength lies in milk and milk
products which is around 94% of the revenue.
Out of which milk contributes around 68% while
remaining is value added products.
•We believe that the Company is into expansion
mode and expect the capex cycle to get over in
next couple of quarters and it has no plans to
repay the Debt in near future, depreciation and
interest cost may put marginal pressure.
•Commissioning of new plant of milk packaging
is expected to improve EBIDTA and PAT
margins. We remain optimistic for the growth
of company and also factors which lead to
expansion in industry as India being a largest
producer and Consumer of Dairy, rise in
demand for different products, increase in
disposable income, shift of unorganized to
organized sector will bring in the progress of
the dairy sector in India.
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